Bringing color and brightness to PPG’s global communities.

PPG and the PPG Foundation investments build the next generation of diverse and innovative STEM leaders (science, technology, engineering and mathematics), deliver community transformations through colorful spaces, and activate the talent of our employees. From helping students thrive to aiding our neighbors in times of need, our community engagement activities support our company’s purpose is to “protect and beautify the world.”

$9.1MM+ total invested globally in education
2.6MM+ Students reached worldwide
$4.2MM Supporting STEM curiosity and discovery in young students through hands-on programming
$6.1MM+ invested in community revitalization
$1MM+ to disaster and humanitarian relief efforts
25K+ volunteer hours worldwide
$825K+ matching gifts

For more information, visit communities.ppg.com
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To learn more about PPG’s community engagement activities, visit communities.ppg.com